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**Abstract:**

A continual debate surrounds the effectiveness of agile software development practices. Some organizations adopt agile practices to become more competitive, improve processes, and reduce costs. Other organizations are skeptical about whether agile development is beneficial. Large organizations face an additional challenge in integrating agile practices with existing standards and business processes. To examine the effects of agile development practices in large organizations, we review and integrate scientific literature and theory on agile software development. We further organize our theory and observations into a framework with guidelines for large organizations considering agile methodologies. Based on this framework, we present recommendations that suggest ways large organizations with established processes can successfully implement agile practices. Our analysis of the literature and theory provides new insight for researchers of agile software development and assists practitioners in determining how to adopt agile development in their organizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A continual debate surrounds agile software development practices. Agile software development refers to a development methodology that uses iterative development, frequent consultation with the customer, small and frequent releases, and rigorously tested code [Cao et al., 2009]. Some organizations adopt agile practices to become more competitive, improve processes, and reduce costs. Other organizations are skeptical about the benefits of agile development. Large organizations face an additional challenge in the integration of agile practices with existing standards and business processes.

Software developers created agile development largely to address the weaknesses of plan-based methods of software development, such as the influential waterfall method [Royce, 1970]. The primary weakness of plan-based methods is a lack of responsiveness to change. Due to the sequential nature of plan-based development, developers using this methodology establish requirements and plan projects early in the process, resulting in reduced flexibility in subsequent phases of development. However, project requirements often change significantly between initiation and completion. Agile development enables organizations to adapt to these dynamic conditions, facilitating more flexible development [Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001].

However, critics doubt whether the benefits of agile development outweigh the costs [Ambler, 2008; Rising and Janoff, 2000; Selic, 2009]. Most of these critics point specifically to a lack of focus on planning and implementation, with too much focus on coding [Ambler, 2008]; a lack of needed documentation that often results from decreased formal communication [Selic, 2009]; and implementation failures in larger, more complex projects [Rising and Janoff, 2000].

To examine this debate from the viewpoint of large organizations, we review and integrate literature on agile software development. We present a brief description of agile software development, its general strengths and weaknesses, and the organizational changes required to implement agile methods. Many research articles explain the benefits and weaknesses of agile development in small or simulated environments. However, little research examines the impact of agile development on large organizations. In addition, few researchers use a theory-based approach to examine the reasons for success or failure of agile techniques in large organizations. In this article, we present a theory-based framework and recommendations that suggest ways large organizations with established processes can successfully implement agile practices.

Our summary of the literature, as well as our theory-based framework and associated recommendations, provide insight for researchers of agile software development and assist practitioners in determining how to adopt agile development in their organizations. We elaborate upon situations in which either agile or traditional methods might be better suited. Further, we recommend the implementation of an agile-traditional hybrid method. Hybrid methods allow traditional software development teams to implement some practices of agile development to build on the strengths of their existing methods.

This article is organized as follows: Section II reviews the background of agile software development. Section III discusses the theoretical basis for outcomes of agile methodologies. Section IV covers the theory-based implications of agile development methods in large organizations. Section V presents our framework for choosing an agile software development methodology depending on project conditions. Section VI addresses the suitability of and implementation strategy for agile development methods specific to large organizations. Finally, Section VII suggests ideas for future research, and Section VIII provides conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND ON AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Development life cycles define the way a group develops software. Life cycles can determine the project leader, the number of participants, the frequency and formality of team communication, the primary objective, and other facets of system development. Because a team’s particular life cycle determines so much of what happens during a project, developers often seek to improve life cycle methods or to implement more effective methods.

One major problem developers often face is the need to adapt to changes [Austin and Devin, 2009]. Requirements often change after a project begins, and customers and sponsors often change their expectations for the final product. Traditional development methods usually include provisions for responding to changing requirements, but
these provisions take time and can be costly. As a result, many developers adapt life cycles that allow increased agility.

Researchers define *agility* in various ways, and views on the concept often conflict [Sarker et al., 2009]. Information Systems literature defines agility as “the continual readiness of an [Information Systems development] method to rapidly or inherently create change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from change while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, and simplicity), through its collective components and relationships with its environment” [Conboy, 2009, p. 377]. This idea of creating more agile methods became widely popular in the 1990s [Austin and Devin, 2009].

In 2001, a group of software developers met to establish the primary principles of agile development, which we summarize in Table 1. In each case, agile developers consider the first item listed as more valuable than the second. For example, proponents of agile methods value documentation, but not as highly as they value working software: “We embrace documentation, but not hundreds of pages of never-maintained and rarely-used tomes” [Beck et al., 2001].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agile Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer collaboration over contract negotiation</td>
<td>Reduce formalities to start and finish faster, with a strong focus on the customer throughout the development process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals and interactions over processes and tools</td>
<td>Enhance communication within teams and barrier removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working software over comprehensive documentation</td>
<td>Developers spend more time coding and testing than they do writing extensive documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to change over following a plan</td>
<td>Give teams the freedom to make changes and adjust to project needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While some developers seek to integrate agile principles in existing methodologies, others create formalized agile life cycles, the most popular being Scrum and eXtreme Programming (XP) [Conboy, 2009]. Each agile methodology employs unique practices while maintaining focus on the core principles shown in Table 1. For example, Scrum focuses on project management aspects of development, using short, frequent team meetings to assess progress. Conversely, XP focuses on the development process itself by prescribing specific techniques such as pair programming.

Agile development methodologies are based on “intensely iterative processes” [Austin and Devin, 2009, p. 463], meaning that teams analyze, design, and code rigorously in short intervals; meet with the customer to evaluate their progress and get feedback; and start the cycle again. This method contrasts sharply with traditional methods, where a long design phase precedes a long coding phase, which in turn precedes a long testing phase.

Boehm and Turner [2005] state that a truly agile process must also be self-organizing and emergent. Self-organizing means that teams make decisions through informal communication and frequent, short meetings rather than relying on one owner to guide the project. Emergent in agile development indicates that requirements emerge during the course of the project, with almost no time spent on design before coding starts.

The primary difference between agile and traditional development paradigms is that agile paradigms focus on adapting well to changing project requirements [Austin and Devin, 2009]. Advocates of plan-based methods argue that time spent on design is key to developing a good system that meets specifications, and that reduced flexibility is a necessary trade-off. In contrast, proponents of agile methods argue that a system developed using an iterative method can still meet all requirements and proper design standards, while frequent iterations allow for repeated refinement and a final product that is closer to customers’ actual desires.

**Strengths and Weaknesses**

A large body of literature highlights the strengths of agile methods. First, as mentioned, agile methods allow flexibility and adaptability [Austin and Devin, 2009]. Because the design phase is not formal and programmers work in short intervals on smaller milestones, significant requirements of the project can change as development proceeds without much loss of productivity.

Agile methods also promote a focus on customer needs. Because of the adaptability of agile methods, customers’ requested changes in plans or requirements can often be included in the next iteration of development. Practitioners
note that agile methods help them stay focused on customer needs and changing desires throughout the project [Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001].

Agile methods can also often lead to faster development, depending on project size and actualization of project risks. Without a detailed design phase or documentation throughout the project, the team can focus on the act of development—coding and testing the product. In a small- or medium-sized project where teams develop software with few iterations, agile development leads to a shorter development cycle than do plan-based methods.

Although agile methods are popular and successfully applied in small- and medium-sized projects, critics are quick to point out weaknesses of the methods. These weaknesses are often more influential in large or complex projects, or in large, structured firms. For example, AG Communication Systems, a company with development teams ranging in size from two to several hundred members, found that while small teams performed well with Scrum, agile methods were not as effective for large teams [Rising and Janoff, 2000].

With agile methods, development begins before the requirements are well defined. In complex and/or large projects, this approach is potentially crippling, because important features might be forgotten or misunderstood, requiring additional work later in the project. Likewise, time and resources can be hard to estimate without a detailed plan. The short iterations of agile development are intended to provide adaptability and customer focus. However, without a detailed planning phase, a fairly accurate estimate of resources and time requirements is virtually impossible, since the customer is enabled to add or remove features during the development process. For small- or medium-sized projects, this uncertainty is an acceptable risk. For large or complex projects, the magnitude of uncertainty is greater, and constitutes a prohibitive risk for most organizations.

In large projects, agile methods do not promote formal lines of communication. One study pointed to the benefits of agile development in facilitating good communication among project team members, but also noted that, when using agile methods “in larger development situations involving multiple external stakeholders, a mismatch of adequate communication mechanisms can sometimes even hinder the communication” [Pikkarainen et al., 2008, p. 303].

In addition to decreased formal communication, scant documentation can be particularly detrimental to large or complex projects. Software products require periodic maintenance, and documentation facilitates maintenance. Many smaller projects, on the other hand, require less formal updating than large projects, and as such, are not as dependent on careful, detailed documentation.

We summarize the strengths and weaknesses of agile development in Table 2. Clearly, both agile and traditional approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and a single approach is not suited for every development project. Agile methods’ strengths generally benefit smaller, less complex projects, and their weaknesses surface most evidently in large, complex projects. In these large, complex projects, the weaknesses of traditional methods help to mitigate risks associated with uncertainty and lack of structure. This article helps inform the decision, given a project’s characteristics, of whether agile or traditional methods, or a combination of the two, would be best. Of course, organizations cannot eliminate all the risks associated with project uncertainty. The goal is to mitigate risk where possible, and to choose a method or methods that best accomplish that goal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus on customer needs</td>
<td>Does not promote formal communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable to changing requirements</td>
<td>Time and resources might be unknown initially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast development time</td>
<td>Requirements not well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of documentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research on Agile Methodologies

A number of academics and practitioners in the information systems community have discussed the increasing popularity of agile development methods and the implications of that growth [e.g., Austin and Devin, 2009; Conboy, 2009; Sarker, 2009]. These articles seek to explore and explain the strengths and weaknesses of agile development listed above. Many articles [e.g., Mangalaraj et al., 2009; Vidgen and Wang, 2009] are concerned with purely agile methodologies such as XP and Scrum; other articles [e.g., Fitzgerald et al., 2006; Karlsson and Agerfalk, 2009; Port and Bui, 2009] discuss hybrid methodologies, a combination of agile and plan-driven methods discussed later in the paper. Appendix A contains a summary of literature concerning agile methodologies, along with the research methodologies used. This summary provides guidance for future research concerning agile and hybrid methodologies.
A review of literature on agile methodologies in large organizations reveals that most research is narrative in detail and consists mainly of case studies [Berger and Beynon-Davies, 2009; Boehm and Turner, 2005; Fitzgerald et al., 2006]. While many case studies give helpful ideas and recommendations, these recommendations are not widely generalizable because they lack theory development to fully explain their results. A small number of research articles examine theoretical aspects of agile development [e.g., Pikkarainen et al., 2008; Sarker et al., 2009], but these articles do not address our concern that agile methods have less success in large organizations or complex projects.

One exception is research by Cao et al. [2009], who use adaptive structuration theory to examine successful implementations of agile techniques by adapting development methodologies. Their study uses theory extensively to examine agile techniques in large projects and teams. However, our study takes a different approach. While Cao et al. explain ways to adapt methodologies to specific circumstances, we aim to explain theoretically the reasons why certain types of environments are more suitable for agile techniques than others. Additionally, by examining the theory connected to success or failure in implementation of agile methods—particularly in large organizations or complex projects—we are able to create a guiding framework to aid developers in deciding between agile, plan-based, and hybrid software development methodologies.

III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The need and motivation for agile techniques and their success or failure can be better understood by reviewing relevant organizational theory on interdependence and coordination [Thompson, 1967]. In his theory on organization structure, Thompson [1967] outlines three types of interdependencies and three types of coordination used to manage those interdependencies. The types of interdependencies present in an organization and the costs of interdependency coordination can determine, in part, the appropriate software development methodology.

Pooled interdependencies are those that arise from an individual being loosely grouped with other individuals and sharing common risks. For example, insurance customers share a pooled interdependency with all other customers because they each depend on a critical mass of contributors who can offset the risk of an accident. Similarly, every member of a software development team shares a pooled interdependency with each other member. In order for the project to be completed, every member must do his/her own part—though most members do not directly depend on the inputs or outputs from every other team member. Pooled interdependencies are the least costly to coordinate. Standardization is the coordination technique used to manage pooled interdependencies. For example, to ensure that every project team member does his or her part, organizations or teams create standards for the number of work hours required per week and the quality criteria for each team member’s output.

Sequential interdependencies result from the serial nature of workflow. In software development, some form of analysis must take place before design, design before development, development before implementation, etc. In other words, if team member A’s output is required as B’s input, then B has a sequential dependency on A. The cost of coordinating sequential interdependencies is higher than for pooled interdependencies. Coordination of sequential interdependencies requires planning that takes place repeatedly and uniquely for each project, as opposed to standardization, which organizations establish once for several projects.

Last, reciprocal interdependencies exist when two or more parties depend on each other in both directions. Further, the nature of the dependency might be unclear initially. For example, consider a sequential dependency in which developer B requires the code produced by A. However, if B finds bugs or mistakes in A’s code, then the code must be sent back to A. Therefore, a reciprocal dependency exists in which B depends on code from A, yet A also depends on B to test and approve A’s output. Similarly, consider the scenario where developers A and B each produce a software module. B’s module requires an input which is an output of A’s module. In this case, B depends on A to produce an appropriate output and A depends on B to specify his/her required input.

Reciprocal interdependencies relate to high risk and uncertainty in project processes. For example, uncertainty in the software development process can be the result of unexpected changes to scope or shortcomings of project plans or competency of team members [Schmidt et al., 2001]. Reciprocal interdependencies typically require coordination in the form of mutual adjustment, which refers to the ad hoc, informal communication that takes place outside of formal project plans and often continually throughout a project [Thompson, 1967].

Plan-driven methodologies assume that project interdependencies are mostly sequential and can be managed through coordination in the form of planning and review. However, many interdependencies in a software project life cycle are actually reciprocal in nature. As a result, some of the time and cost spent on the creation of detailed plans is wasted and a certain degree of mutual adjustment is required. Comparatively, agile methodologies assume the opposite. They frame most or all project interdependencies as reciprocal and, therefore, adopt mutual adjustment to
coordinate all project interdependencies. In other words, they de-emphasize formal, upfront planning and coordinate ad hoc as the needs arise. However, according to structural contingency theory [Donaldson, 2001; Thompson, 1967], the unnecessary cost of using mutual adjustment rather than planning for sequential interdependencies is a waste. Ideally, IT project teams would adopt methodologies using a hybrid coordination strategy that uses mutual adjustment only for reciprocal interdependencies and planning for sequential interdependencies. Accordingly, we base our recommendations on this theoretically ideal scenario.

In addition to using the appropriate coordination strategy for interdependencies that exist in the software development process, project teams must have the infrastructure in place to support their chosen method of coordination. For example, to make effective use of planning, project managers need to fully understand the nature of all sequential interdependencies, the scope of the individual tasks required, and the resources needed to complete those tasks. They must then be able to accurately estimate time and cost requirements, which requires a significant degree of knowledge and experience on the part of those creating the plans. Without this implicit knowledge, a system must exist to help new managers reuse the knowledge and experience developed from prior projects.

Conversely, to make effective use of mutual adjustment through informal knowledge and information sharing, a strong, well-connected social network must allow informal communication to take place. Thus, organizations should minimize the costs of communication through conditions such as collocation of team members or availability of appropriate communication media. This requirement explains, in part, why agile techniques are difficult with large groups—the number of additional social network connections that must be created to adequately incorporate a team member increases exponentially with each added actor to a network, as shown in Figure 1. In reality, most actors will not need to collaborate with every other actor. However, without well-defined and predictable roles, scope, and communication channels, every actor might potentially need to collaborate with any other actor.

$$3 \text{ actors} = 3 \text{ relationships}$$
$$4 \text{ actors} = 6 \text{ relationships}$$
$$5 \text{ actors} = 10 \text{ relationships}$$
$$6 \text{ actors} = 15 \text{ relationships}$$

**Figure 1. The Complexity of Additional Social Network Actors**

These theoretical implications are not enough to prescribe most managerial actions. Project managers might assume that poor performance on software development projects is the result of a mismatch between their chosen methodology and their project's interdependencies. For example, in a plan-driven environment, poor performance might not be the result of too much reciprocal interdependency but, rather, the result of a poor infrastructure to support project planning. In this situation, the best decision would be to improve the planning infrastructure rather than switch to an agile methodology. Similarly, poor performance in an agile environment might be the result of a weak social network rather than the presence of sequential interdependencies. Thus, making the optimal decision concerning a software development methodology requires an understanding of both the nature of a process's interdependencies as well as the ability to support the type of coordination required by that interdependency.

*Information processing* theory [Galbraith, 1973; Tushman and Nadler, 1978] posits that a firm's performance is based on achieving a “fit” between its information processing needs and its information processing capabilities. The uncertainty and interdependencies associated with core business processes generate information processing needs. An organization’s information processing capabilities stem from a variety of sources, including its information technologies, formal organization structure, and ability to support informal coordination.

If an organization’s information processing needs are low, its information systems and formal structure should be designed to support coordination in the form of planning and standardization. If information processing needs are high, managers should design information systems and formal structure to support informal communication and collaboration and have plenty of available slack resources. A mismatch between an organization's information
Another potential mistake is to assume that the nature of project interdependencies is deterministic and unchangeable. Interdependencies arise from uncertainty [Thompson, 1967]. Thus, changes in uncertainty and risk within an organization lead to changes in interdependencies. Using the example of reciprocal interdependency above, developer A is reciprocally interdependent with B due to uncertainty of whether the program module will perform as planned without user testing. The uncertainty increases if the developers are inexperienced, less knowledgeable, or unused to working together. This type of risk becomes a greater threat in large organizations where turnover is high.

Organizations can minimize risk by optimizing the formal organization structure, creating self-contained, modular tasks [Galbraith, 1973; Thompson, 1967], or selecting communication media appropriate to the task [Dennis et al., 2008]. For example, managers should formally group those roles and individuals who naturally have the greatest reciprocal interdependencies to reduce the cost of their coordination [Thompson, 1967]. If managers also successfully modularize the software development process into independent, self-contained tasks, fewer reciprocal interdependencies will arise between groups of developers. Finally, if managers properly group roles and modularize tasks, they can select the appropriate information technology to support reciprocal coordination within groups and sequential coordination between groups. Organizations that successfully execute these strategies might be able to create preferable alternatives for software development methodology and supporting infrastructures.

### IV. AGILE DEVELOPMENT IN MATURE ORGANIZATIONS

Most articles showcasing the success of agile life cycles use real-world scenarios as evidence, but these scenarios are typically in small or low-risk projects, often in smaller organizations [e.g., Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001; Kussmaul et al., 2004; Pikkarainen et al., 2008; Rising and Janoff, 2000]. The small projects described in these articles enable teams to support an infrastructure that fits project interdependencies. For example, in one case studied by Pikkarainen et al. [2008], the project team consisted of only six members. The tasks of team members in creating a security management system were reciprocally interdependent, which required constant informal communication between team members. Due to small team size, agile strategies such as open office spaces and informal team meetings successfully supported project needs. Thus, agile development is best suited for small- or medium-sized collocated teams [Boehm and Turner, 2003; Lindvall et al., 2004].

In contrast, large or complex projects and/or mature organizations are more problematic scenarios for implementing agile methodologies. Because large, complex projects and organizations naturally have many interdependencies, projects require a large amount of coordination. As a result, less costly forms of coordination—standardization and planning—are easier to control in these situations. In other words, most people in large projects and organizations find it hard to implement mutual adjustment coordination on a large scale. Because agile methods depend on mutual adjustment, these methods are usually not preferred for large, complex projects or mature organizations.

A complication specific to mature organizations relates to IT governance frameworks such as ITIL, CMMI, or COBIT.1 These frameworks ensure alignment of IT with business goals and provide structure to IT development and management processes. In a typical agile environment, structure established by a governance framework might hinder project progress [Boehm and Turner, 2005]. We address this issue later in the article by suggesting the use of hybrid methodologies.

Researchers and practitioners who study or implement agile methods in large, mature organizations document the associated difficulties [e.g., Berger and Beynon-Davies, 2009; Boehm and Turner, 2005; Lindvall et al., 2004; Pikkarainen et al., 2008; Pikkarainen and Passoja, 2005]. Proponents of agile methodologies make suggestions for scaling agile methodologies to larger teams and projects [e.g., Cohn, 2007], but in our review of academic and practitioner journals, we find no articles with complete success stories of agile life cycles in large organizations (see Appendix A).

---

1 Acronym definitions: Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), and Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT).
Clearly, agile development in its strictest form is likely not a good solution for many development initiatives at large, mature organizations. As our reasoning suggests, teams and/or projects in the cases noted above were too large to fully support the informal nature of agile development methods. Though these projects might have entailed reciprocal dependencies, the infrastructure was not compatible for purely agile methodologies. In these cases where reciprocal dependencies are present but agile methodologies are not feasible, a hybrid methodology, which we will discuss in the next two sections, might be the best solution.

V. CHOOSING A METHODOLOGY

Based on our literature review and theoretical observations of difficulties with agile methods in large organizations, we present a framework for choosing a methodology appropriate to an organization’s needs. Our framework is presented in Figure 2, which illustrates the recommended methodology, coordination strategy, and investment options to support coordination for project teams of varying size, interdependencies, and volatility. In Figure 2, we use the term volatility to refer to the instability associated with turnover in the project team. Turnover becomes more likely with drastic changes in the economy. When business is booming, companies hire more employees who need time to adapt to the organization’s culture and develop appropriate skills. During recessions, many organizations will lay off higher-paid employees in favor of new college graduates, whom they can pay smaller salaries. Therefore, we differentiate our theoretical framework between high and low team volatility environments.

When most project interdependencies are sequential (Figure 2, Boxes A and D), regardless of team size or project volatility, the project manager should adopt a plan-driven methodology and invest in technologies that will support the project planning process. For example, knowledge management systems that can facilitate the easy storage and retrieval of past project plans, resources, key performance indicators, successes, failures, etc. would be useful. New project managers could step in, use documented information, and expect it to be a relatively accurate indicator of future results. Experience and training are less important in this environment because project managers can easily codify relevant project knowledge into the knowledge management system. Social network connectivity, which facilitates informal knowledge sharing, is also less important because most necessary lines of communication can be predicted, specified, and planned for upfront. As a result, team size is less relevant because coordination is taking place through project planning rather than during implementation through informal social networks.

Similarly, formal organizational structures do not need to be based on grouping reciprocal interdependencies and can follow other strategies, such as grouping high- and low-experienced individuals to promote knowledge creation and transfer [Nonaka, 1994] or grouping those with similar roles to promote economies of scope [Panzar and Willig, 1981]. The only differentiator when most project interdependencies are sequential is that organizations with low team volatility (Figure 2, Box D) might also consider investing in their project manager’s competence and tacit knowledge. With fewer turnovers among project managers, organizations are more likely to realize the benefit of investing in tacit knowledge development.

When the nature of project interdependencies is reciprocal (Figure 2, Boxes B, C, E, and F), our theoretical recommendations vary depending on project team size and volatility. When project team size is small (Boxes C and F), we recommend adopting an agile methodology. Agile methods, with iterative cycles and frequent communication among team members and stakeholders, are well-suited to small teams with highly reciprocal interdependencies. However, the approach that project managers should take to support frequent communication varies depending on team volatility. If volatility is low (Box F), project managers should promote a strong social network for informal knowledge sharing, leaving fewer disruptive changes to the network structure. For example, by analyzing team members’ personalities, demographics, and values [Klein et al., 2004], project managers can group individuals who are most likely to develop friendships and knowledge-sharing relationships. Similarly, project managers can improve social network connectivity by creating groups in which members share similar tasks or by providing training on appropriate types of collaborative technology [Keith et al., 2010].

If volatility is high (Figure 2, Box C), efforts to improve social networks might be unproductive due to turnover. Therefore, a project manager’s best strategy for coordinating reciprocal interdependencies would be to group the roles that are most likely to be reciprocally interdependent [Thompson, 1967]. In that case, whoever joins the team to fill those roles will already be in close physical proximity and linked in the formal organizational structure.

Lastly, we recommend that organizations with mostly reciprocal interdependencies and large group sizes adopt a hybrid methodology (Figure 2, Boxes B and E). As will be discussed in the next section, a hybrid methodology requires managers to decompose project tasks into modules that are as independent as possible. Once the project is modularized, the manager can use plan-driven techniques for any project modules that have mostly sequential interdependencies, and agile techniques for the majority of modules that have reciprocal interdependencies. If such projects can be successfully modularized, project managers can use plan-driven techniques to coordinate the actions of sub-teams.
For example, service-orientation and cloud computing paradigms help developers compose IT systems from loosely coupled, independent software modules or services [Bardhan et al., 2010]. If an organization can technically design a new system in such a manner, the project manager can naturally decompose the software development process around these modules. Project managers need not care whether each module is developed using a plan-driven or agile methodology—only that each software module accepts the proper inputs and produces the required outputs while meeting quality standards.
Although we recommend a hybrid approach for large organizations with reciprocal interdependencies, the appropriate infrastructure for supporting project coordination depends on the level of team volatility. When project turnover is low (Box E), organizations can promote social network connectivity with a greater level of certainty that their efforts will not be in vain. For the same reason, those organizations should also invest in their project manager’s tacit knowledge development and general competence. Organizations should have both a well-connected advice network as well as a strong transactive memory among team members. Transactive memory refers to how well each project team member understands the strengths and expertise of other team members [Faraj and Lee, 2000]. In addition, project teams must have the ability and support structure to effectively share that knowledge and expertise across time and space since it becomes increasingly difficult to collocate the entire project team as it grows in size.

Conversely, when volatility is high (Box B), investment in social networks that are easily disrupted or in project managers who frequently change might not be worthwhile. Rather, the organization should focus on codifying as much knowledge as possible into a knowledge management system that will assist with project planning and sourcing. Those organizations should also group the roles which are most likely to be reciprocally interdependent. Importantly, the focus is on grouping roles rather than on individuals since actual employees who fill the roles frequently change.

We base our framework and implications for practice on relevant theory on organizations, structure, and technology [Galbraith, 1973; Thompson, 1967]. The key is to achieve an appropriate fit between interdependency, team size, and team volatility and the selected software development methodology and supporting infrastructure. Many of the salient factors identified in prior IT project research such as risk and coordination [Kraut and Streeter, 1995; Schmidt et al., 2001], are also based on these basic concepts.

While our suggestions stem from theory, they certainly might vary depending on the real costs of the three options. For instance, Fitzgerald et al. [2006] provide an example of a successful hybrid method adoption. The Intel Shannon teams in the case were relatively small, between four and six members. Our framework suggests that hybrid methods are most appropriate for larger teams, with smaller teams more suited for stricter forms of agile development. However, in a manner similar to larger teams and projects, Intel Shannon appears to weight its need for structure, formal communication, and compliance with governance frameworks more heavily than the benefits promised by agile methodologies. The organization adopted only portions of agile methodologies, preserving many of the risk-reducing strategies in its traditional methods. We intend our framework and recommendations to be a set of guidelines that can be adapted to individual situations according to specific needs of the organization.

VI. HYBRID METHODOLOGIES IN LARGE ORGANIZATIONS

Because a purely agile methodology is not suited for general use at a large, mature organization, we recommend, where appropriate, the implementation of a traditional/agile hybrid solution that will enable project teams to take advantage of the organization’s maturity in software development while gaining advantages of agile development such as adaptability to changing requirements.

Support for the combination of agile and traditional development methods continues to grow in academic literature [Fitzgerald et al., 2006]. Hybrid solutions are often more successful than other methods in large organizations [Boehm and Turner, 2003; Cao et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2009]. By introducing traditional/agile hybrid methods, large organizations can take advantage of some benefits of agile development without abandoning the stability provided by traditional methods.

Portions of agile methodologies are successful alternatives to traditional development practices when used in situations described by our framework and theory. We base our recommendations primarily on the published results of actual experiences of various software development units. Several studies [Harris et al., 2009; Maruping et al., 2009a; Maruping et al., 2009b] show agile methods to be highly successful, particularly when requirements change during the life of the project. As mentioned earlier, some successful implementations of particular agile methods include projects at large organizations.

Examples of large companies that successfully use agile practices in hybrid life cycles for large projects include Nokia [Kahkonen, 2004] and Motorola [Bowers et al., 2002]. Kahkonen [2004] describes in detail three development styles used at Nokia in large projects. Nokia’s philosophy is that large projects require large numbers of team members, but communication and coordination become difficult as teams get larger. The Kahkonen case highlights ways in which a large organization implemented only portions of XP to mitigate some of the negative effects of this increase in communication and coordination effort. This falls directly in line with our theoretical framework and
recommendations, in which we suggest a hybrid methodology for projects or teams that are large or complex, but for which some of the benefits of agile are still desired.

Large teams of developers in a highly structured department at Motorola implemented a hybrid life cycle using some practices from the XP methodology [Bowers et al., 2002]. This successful project contained fifteen different, reciprocal processes—indicating a need for mutual adjustment coordination in the form of agile practices. In the words of a Motorola employee, “we took XP, adopted some practices, dropped others, and supplemented others with practices from [traditional development methods]” (p. 100). To support the XP practices adopted, the organization collocated employees, rearranging cubicles to more easily support pair programming. These changes in infrastructure and methodology helped Motorola to achieve success on the project.

As noted previously, IT governance frameworks in place at large organizations might conflict with some agile methodologies. Such an organization should use only a few agile methods rather than an entire life cycle. For example, an organization of this type might benefit most from disregarding the agile principle of “no ownership” while implementing other agile methods, such as frequent iterations [Bowers et al., 2002]. This strategy allows existing structure to stay in place while other methods help to achieve agility in the project.

One area especially affected by change in development methodologies is release management. Release management is a major component of ITIL, and release management principles play a major role in other frameworks as well. Because release management usually focuses on introducing new or updated software, working with customers on planned releases and quality testing, agile methods alter the functions of the release management team. Increased time is necessary for communication with customers because agile methodologies require feedback from customers on a regular basis. In addition, quality testing is done on a more regular basis.

Several organizations already achieve process maturity in a governance framework while simultaneously using some agile methods in their development life cycles. For example, Intel Shannon [Fitzgerald et al., 2006] was assessed as a Level 2 on the Capability Maturity Model, which implies a measure of discipline and structure in the development process. The company experienced significant growth in its workforce (i.e., high volatility). Requirements analysis and actual development required constant collaboration between groups, implying that project interdependencies were reciprocal in nature. As our framework would indicate, management at Intel Shannon used a hybrid method, implementing various portions of both Scrum and XP methodologies. Managers eliminated other portions of these strategies to create a custom blend of agile methods that worked within their organizational structure—a strategy they termed method engineering.

Developing Hybrid Methodologies

As we have noted, development methodologies can include portions of agile methods in various ways. Because each organization and project is different, we next review and describe general techniques for developing hybrid methodologies. Organizations should first evaluate project size, volatility, and project interdependencies to determine whether a hybrid method is appropriate. If so, they could choose to use one or more of the following techniques to develop the actual methodology.

Adapted Base Methodology

Karlsson and Agerfalk [2009] suggest that organizations “want to achieve a method that fits the situation and at the same time aligns with the basic goals and values of the method” (p. 301). Teams choose a base methodology, and then evaluate each component to determine if its purpose is congruent with the goals of the organization or project. Pikkarainen and Passoja [2005] suggest a similar process. Again, the focus is on organizational goals and how agile methods fit with them. Teams adopt components that are judged effective, while discarding those that do not fit.

Risk-based Methodology

Boehm and Turner [2003] propose a hybrid methodology based on risk assessment (see Figure 3). In this methodology, organizations examine the risk that is present in the project and tailor their life cycle accordingly, using the proposed model to fit needs more fully. Boehm [2010] later expanded this concept to include an incremental commitment model that allows organizations to continually monitor the risk in projects and provides specified points at which a project can be discontinued if risk gets too high.

---

2 XP practices selectively adopted include shorter release times, continuous integration, pair programming, simple design, user-driven planning, refactoring, and continuous testing. For an explanation of each of these XP strategies, see Beck and Andres, 2004.
Cost/Benefit Analysis

Austin and Devin [2009] suggest using a comparison of benefits and costs of specific agile practices and implementing only those agile principles with a greater overall benefit than cost. Using a process similar to the risk-based methodology, the organization evaluates a list of possible agile methods and sums the net benefit of using agile methods in that particular case.

Agile Principles During Only Part of the Life Cycle

Another popular hybrid technique that organizations consider is to use selected practices from agile methodologies while maintaining an overall plan-based development life cycle. For example, a manager could choose to use agile methods such as team-owned decisions and frequent iterations during coding and testing phases [Ambler, 2008]. Projects would still include a full design phase while allowing programmers to enjoy benefits such as frequent feedback and power to make decisions during coding and testing phases.
Certain practices of agile development, such as pair programming, can be implemented without interrupting current processes. Research shows that pair programming improves production [Bowers et al., 2002] and reduces code defect density [Fitzgerald et al., 2006]. However, managers should avoid certain agile practices, such as reducing documentation, that do not fit well with an organization’s size and culture [Selic, 2009]. Table 4 includes a list of hybrid practices that are particularly suited for large projects and organizations. We adapted the table from research by Cao et al. [2004], who studied a successfully implemented hybrid approach in a large organization. We recommend that large, mature organizations start by considering these practices when designing a hybrid solution using the methods we previously mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hybrid Practices Suited for Large Organizations and Projects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designing upfront</td>
<td>While agile methodologies usually eliminate upfront design, large or complex projects cannot live without some design being done before work begins. For smaller projects, this issue might not be as important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short release cycles with layered approach</td>
<td>No matter the size of the project or organization, it is useful to have working software at the end of each cycle to be ready for testing and feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate customer engagement</td>
<td>Because of the difficulty in soliciting constant feedback from all affected customers on large and complex projects, projects should have product managers who have direct contact with customers for constant feedback on projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible pair programming</td>
<td>Pair programming is successful in a wide variety of projects and organizations. Cao et al. [2004] recommend “flexible” pair programming, meaning that developers can use it as much as possible but should be flexible enough to realize that it won’t work in all situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying and managing developers</td>
<td>Hire and use developers that are more capable of working in an agile development environment. If using hybrid methodologies on only some projects, be sure to assign the right developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse with refactoring</td>
<td>Reuse existing code to create new features. While lack of documentation in agile methodologies makes reuse more difficult, refactoring (cleaning up the code so it is easier to adapt to new projects) can help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flatter hierarchies with controlled empowerment</td>
<td>Empowering developers to make important decisions in the code makes development faster, and short cycles help to correct any problems that might arise due to this practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Service-Oriented Software Development**

Another hybrid method, called Service-Oriented Software Development (SOSD), consists of dividing the work of a specific project into individual components called services [Keith et al., 2009]. The method takes its name from Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), in which developers create applications from a collection of loosely coupled, independent software services. In the SOSD methodology, sub-teams within the overall project team act as service providers performing independent tasks in the software development process. Interfaces between services or activities are explicitly defined, but the providers of one service do not need to understand the inner workings of any other service. As a result, sub-teams can perform each service required by the overall project plan using their own unique methodology, whether plan-based or agile.

For example, a typical project has design, code, test, and deploy phases. Teams can divide each phase into distinct services to be performed by individuals or small groups. Within the services, sub-services exist to provide specific functionality. One type of sub-service for the development phase would be application development with a database component. Another would be an application component with no database.

When a project is in its planning stages, the team can select and code needed services. The project managers can then map available resources from the organization to the project services. In this way, project planners can easily see the resources available to meet their needs. Although the overall process of coordinating service providers’ individual efforts is formal and plan-driven, each unique service can be executed using the methodology of the service provider’s choice, including agile methods.

---

3 One example, based on Turk et al., 2005, is that agile team members need to be those whose personalities, demographics, skills, etc. will enable them to become well-connected or embedded in the agile team’s informal advice network.
In summary, the hybrid approaches we highlight provide an appropriate alternative for organizations in which projects are often large and complex. The risk-mitigating features of traditional methods merge with the iterative, customer-focused, more flexible features of agile methods, and strengths of both approaches emerge. In merging approaches, however, some of the risks otherwise mitigated by traditional methods can surface more easily. Organizations must carefully select the best approach that provides a good balance between benefits of traditional and agile, given their risk tolerance and the goals of the project.

Implementation Recommendations

In addition to selecting or developing the right hybrid methodology, the actual implementation of a hybrid methodology requires significant attention. As with any other organizational change in policy or processes, careful change management techniques are necessary in order to switch from plan-based approaches to agile approaches or even hybrid methodologies. Regarding the implementation of hybrid development methodologies, we have several specific recommendations.

Based on our theoretical framework and a review of relevant literature, we first identify two essential requirements for implementing a hybrid solution. First, project managers must recognize the level of, and differences between, interdependencies among project tasks. Doing so allows the appropriate selection of agile vs. plan-based methodologies to coordinate interdependencies for each software process module. Second, to make the first objective possible, managers should accurately modularize the project process into a set of finely granular independent tasks. Teams should separate these tasks along natural breakpoints that also accurately separate the high- versus low-risk tasks and the reciprocal versus sequential interdependency tasks. From our review of existing techniques, these objectives might be accomplished, for example, by adopting Boehm’s [2010] risk-based model for the former and Keith et al.’s [2009] SOSD framework for the latter.

In addition, organizations can use pilot tests to determine the effectiveness of hybrid techniques within the organization with reduced risk. Developers should use pilot tests with small projects specifically selected to fit the criteria for hybrid methods as shown in the framework. Selecting well-suited projects will contribute to project success and ensure that hybrid methods are as effective as possible. These pilot tests give insights concerning which practices work and which do not. Also, teams can apply lessons learned during pilot tests when larger portions of the organization are implementing agile methods. Further, organizations need to change some business processes to reflect the agile development process. For example, traditional performance reviews are ineffective when programming is done in pairs [Bowers et al., 2002]. Organizations should adapt policies and processes during pilot testing to measure the effectiveness of the change. In addition, managers should create teams of various levels of experience and expertise. However, we do not recommend including programming novices on the pilot teams [Boehm and Turner, 2005].

Next, organizations should identify specific responsibilities or project types to address with agile methods. Boehm and Turner [2005] suggest using “small, GUI-intensive applications with short life cycles” (p. 32) to begin experimenting with agile techniques within an organization. By limiting the use of agile methods to the right type of projects as specified within our framework, agile methods are more likely to succeed.

The movement from plan-based to agile hybrid methodologies is far from trivial. As our theory and discussion show, having the correct mechanisms in place in an organization to address the volatility and interdependencies of the situation is key. The change will affect all parts of the development process, from project managers and developers to customers. As with any change effort, detractors will arise. Some people might be apprehensive to work in an agile environment. One of the benefits of implementing hybrid methods on select projects is that projects using primarily traditional methods will remain. This benefit should help mitigate some of the antagonism that comes with the change effort.

All parts of the organization that participate in pilots will need to be aware of changes that agile practices bring to the organization. Helping people accept changes can be harder than making the changes [Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001]. Customers need to be more available to consult with project teams. Developers must be more flexible and willing to accept evolving user requirements. Project managers must adapt to new roles when managing an agile team. The role of the project manager could change from one of making decisions to one of facilitating decision-making [McAvoy and Butler, 2009]. In some cases, culture can be so engrained in a project team that some teams might be better off using a methodology that is not necessarily suited to their interdependencies and uncertainties. For example, development teams that are accustomed to clearly defined roles and policies, especially for decision making, should stick primarily to more traditional methods if the culture is such that team members cannot adjust to the change [Boehm and Turner, 2003]. These extreme cases are the exceptions to the framework we present.
VII. FUTURE RESEARCH

Our review of literature and theory concerning agile development shows the importance of continued research on the topic. While our theory-based literature review supports several recommendations concerning agile development in large organizations, more empirical research is needed to test these recommendations and to further explore the causes and effects of successful agile development processes in mature organizations.

Our theoretical model and recommendations are also based on a reduced set of fundamental factors that influence methodology selection. We recognize that many other factors identified in the existing literature also impact IT project success, such as team culture [Walsham, 2002], top management support [Schmidt et al., 2001], and alignment with organizational strategy [Slaughter et al., 2006]. Future research should demonstrate how these factors also help to shape software methodology choice.

Future research should also explore agile development success as a function of the density of the project team’s advice network, moderated by the cost of maintaining informal relationships. Current literature and theory suggest that an organization’s support of informal and formal communication affects the outcomes of the type of development life cycles used. Similarly, researchers should examine whether the collation of roles with reciprocal interdependencies can moderate the effect of a poor social network, and whether investments in knowledge management systems for project knowledge can mitigate the impact of high team volatility.

Finally, additional research should empirically test the antecedents of successful agile development. Most research focuses on limited case studies.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Both plan-based and agile methodologies can be effective ways to develop software. Each method has strengths and weaknesses. By combining the two to create a hybrid methodology, development teams can mitigate weaknesses and create a development methodology even more effective than either one alone. An examination of project interdependencies and volatility allows managers to determine the best type of methodology for a given situation. Accordingly, we recommend that large, mature organizations use our framework to select the appropriate methodology for development. Those facing high uncertainty and reciprocal interdependencies in their software projects should implement a hybrid methodology that combines the strengths of their current software development life cycle with complementary agile practices. Hybrid methodologies allow large, mature organizations to enjoy the benefits of agile development in areas where purely agile methodologies have not previously been successful.
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